Saddle Clamps

Mustang Saddle Clamps are available for large pipe squeeze tools when additional compressive force is needed for difficult to squeeze PE pipe. Because some pipe interior surface finishes are rippled or rough textured, making bubble tight squeeze-off unobtainable, even torquing of the squeeze tool power screw and saddle clamps will enable the user to lessen this problem and help achieve a controlled flow.

**SC-40/44**
**Fits 40/44-Series Tools**
The smallest and lightest in Mustang’s Saddle Clamp Lineup, the SC-40/44 Saddle Clamps are designed to work in tandem with Mustang 40/44-Series Squeeze Tools.

*Weight*: 8lbs/pair

**SC-60**
**Fits 60-Series Tools**
Nearly identical in design to the SC-80, the SC-60 Saddle Clamps are designed to work in tandem with Mustang 60-Series Squeeze Tools. Available in yellow for hydraulic tools.

*Weight*: 8lbs/pair

**SC-80**
**Fits 80-Series Tools**
The largest in Mustang’s Saddle Clamp Lineup, the SC-80 is designed to work in tandem with Mustang 80-Series Squeeze Tools. Available in yellow for hydraulic tools.

*Weight*: 8lbs/pair